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C*-EXTREME POINTS

BY

ALAN HOPENWASSER,1 ROBERT L. MOORE AND V. I. PAULSEN

Abstract. Let & be a C*-algebra and let S be a subset of &. S is C*-convex if

whenever T¡, T2,.. ., Tn are in S and Ax,. . . ,A„ are in & with 27_, A*A, — /,

then 27-1 A*T¡A¡ is in S. An element T in S is called C*-extreme in S if

whenever T - 2?_, A*T¡A¡ with T¡ and A¡ as above and with A, invertible, then T¡

is unitarily equivalent to T for each i. We investigate the linear extreme points and

C*-extreme points for three sets: first, the unit ball of operators in Hubert space;

next, the set of 2 x 2 matrices with numerical radius bounded by 1; and last, the

unit interval of positive operators on Hubert space. In particular we find that for

the second set, the linear and C*-extreme points are different.

The numerical range of an operator F may be defined as the set of all complex

numbers A for which there is a state <j> on the C*-algebra generated by F with

<£(F) = À. Using the natural generalization of state, viz. the unital completely

positive maps, one can define a "generalized" numerical range as follows: fix a

Hubert space % of dimension n (possibly infinite) and let

WniT) = {<>iT)\<l>is a unital completely positive map from C*iT) into <$>i%)}.

The sequence of sets W„(F) contain a great deal of information about the original

operator; for example, if F is compact and irreducible then the WniT) with n finite

form a complete set of unitary invariants for T [1]. Each of these sets satisfies a

very strong convexity property: if S¡ G WJJT) and if Ax, . . ., Ak are operators in

% satisfying^]*A, + • • • + A£Ak = /, thenA\*SxAx + ■ ■ ■ + A£SkAk G W„iT).

This concept, C*-convexity, and a notion of C*-extreme point are studied in [4].

However, it is not determined there whether C*-extremity is distinct from linear

extremity. The main point of this article is to give an example in which the two

concepts are distinct: the C*-extreme points form a proper subset of the linear

extreme points of the set of all 2 X 2 matrices whose numerical radius is at most 1.

In the process, we obtain geometrical and algebraic characterizations of these sets

(Theorem 2.9 and Theorem 2.7 combined with Corollary 2.5).

§0 consists of a few preliminary definitions and results. In §1 we show that for

the unit ball in <$> (3C), the set of C*-extreme points coincides with the set of linear

extreme points. (This settles in the affirmative a conjecture in [4].) If a precompact

subset S of a C*-algebra has closed (linearly) convex hull A(5), then the extreme
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points of hiS) are contained in S [2, p. 440]. This is not true for C*-extremity. We

show in §3 that the set (F G %(%)\0 < F < /} is generated as a closed C*-con-

vex set by a single extreme point: any projection with infinite rank and corank. We

also identify the sets singly generated by a projection with finite rank or with finite

corank.

0. Definitions and preliminaries. If d is a C*-algebra and {F,}"_, is a finite

collection of elements in d, and if {A¡}"¡mtX is a collection of elements such that

2?_, A¿*A, = I, we refer to the sum 2"_, Af TiAi as a C*-convex combination of

the elements F,, . . . , F„, with coefficients Ax, . . ., An. If S is a subset of d with

the property that every C*-convex combination of elements from S must again he

in S, we say that S is C*-convex. Note that in this definition we do not restrict the

coefficients A „ . . . , An to he in S, only the elements F„ . . . , Tn. Our interest is in

the case when d is the set of bounded operators on a Hilbert space % ; henceforth,

we assume this. We repeat here two remarks from [4].

(1) If S is C*-convex, then it is convex in the usual sense. (We shall refer to the

usual notion of convexity as linear convexity in order to distinguish the two

concepts.)

(2) If S is C*-convex then it is closed under unitary equivalence.

In accordance with [4] we denote by MCL(F) the intersection of all norm-closed

C*-convex sets containing the operator F; it is clear that MCL(F) is closed and

C*-convex.

If the coefficients Ax, . . ., A„ are all invertible we call 2"_, AfTiAi a proper

C*-convex combination of Tx,..., F„. If T is any operator and U is unitary, let

W = U* TU and observe that

T=\v¥)\v\T) +\vf)w\vT) ''
that is, F can always be written as a proper C*-convex combination of elements of

MCL(F). Thus the definition of C*-extreme point cannot look exactly like the

definition of linear extreme point. In [4], an element J in a C*-convex set S is said

to be a C*-extreme point of S if, whenever F is a proper C*-convex combination

of F,, . . ., Tn, then each F, is unitarily equivalent to T. Observe that the presence

of the unitary equivalence clause means that a C*-extreme point of a set is not

automatically linearly extreme.

We will require the following facts from [4]:

Theorem 0.1. Let %(%) be the algebra of bounded operators on a Hilbert space

%. The following sets are C*-convex:

(i)F, = {FG <>$>(%): \\T\\ < 1}.
(ii) WX = {TE <$>(%): \(Tf,f)\ < 1 for all f of norm 1}.
(iii) <3> = {F G % (%): T is Hermitian and 0 <T < I}.

Theorem 0.2. Let S  be a C*-convex subset of % (%), and let T E S. 77i*?

following statements are equivalent:

(i) F is a C*-extreme point of S ;
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(ii) whenever F,, F2, F„ F2 are operators such that F, and P2 are invertible and

positive, F,2 + F22 = I,Tx,T2E$,andT= PXTXPX + P2T2P2, then F, and T2 are

unitarily equivalent to T.

Theorem 0.3. If % is finite dimentional and S is a C*-convex subset of ® (%),

then every C*-extreme point of S is linearly extreme.

1. Unit ball. Let % be a Hilbert space and denote by <dbi%) the collection of

bounded linear operators on %, and by B the unit ball of <S>(%); that is,

F = {F G $ (%): y F|| < 1}. In [4] it is shown that F is C*-convex and that each

unitary operator is a C*-extreme point of F. In this section we modify slightly the

technique of [4] to show that the C*-extreme points of F are exactly the isometries

and co-isometries.

Theorem 1.1. Let U E %(%) be either an isometry or a co-isometry. Then U is a

C*-extreme point of the unit ball in % (%).

Proof. By Theorem 0.2 we assume that U is an isometry and that U = PXTXPX

+ P2T2P2, where F, and P2 are positive and invertible and P2 + P2 = I, and

F,, F2 G F. Our task is to show that F, and F2 are unitarily equivalent to U.

Consider the following equation involving operators on % © %:

(U*    0\/*.      P2\(Tl      0\/F,     -F2\

I 0      l!\-P2     PxJ\0      T2)\P2      Px)

i I U*(-PXTXP2 + P2T2PX)\

' \ -P2TXPX + PXT2P2 P2TXP2 + PXT2PX      J'

The second and fourth matrices on the left-hand side are unitary and the norms

of the first and third matrices are no greater than one. Hence, the norm of the

right-hand side must be no greater than one. It follows that the off-diagonal entries

must be 0:

(a)-F2F,F, + F,F2F2 = 0,

(b)i/*(-F,F,F2+F2F2F,) = 0.

Because F, and F2 commute we can write T2 = (PXXP^)TX(PXP2X), using (a). Then

U = PXTXPX + P2T2P2 = PXTXPX + P2P1-XP2T1PXP2XP2

= PXTXPX + PiPxxTxPx

= PXTXPX + (/ - P2)PXXTXPX = PXXTXPX.

Thus, F, is similar to U: F, = PXUPXX. Similarly, F2 = P2UP2. Now equation

(b) becomes

U'i-PfUP^ + P¡UP2XPX) = 0,

or

U*i-UPxxP2 + PiUiPxxP2 + P2XPX)) = 0,

and since U*U = I and P2 + P2 = I, we have

-PXXP2 + U*PlUiPxxP2x) = 0.
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Multiplying the last equation by PXP2 on the right, we obtain U*P2U = P2.

Similarly, U*PX2U = P2. Next,

T*TX = iPxUPxx)*iPxUPxx) = PXXU*PXUPXX

= PXXPX2PXX = I

and thus F, and F2 are isometries. Since F, and U are similar, we know that

dim ker 7, = dim ker U*. By the Wold decomposition, F, and U are each the

direct sum of a unitary part and some copies of the unilateral shift; since the

kernels of T* and U* have the same dimension, the number of copies of the shift is

the same for F, and for U. Thus F, and U are unitarily equivalent if and only if the

unitary parts are equivalent.

Let '31t and 91 be the subspaces of % on which F, and U are unitary,

respectively. By [3, Problem 1071,
OO OO

m, - H   T![%    and    91 =  H   U"%.
n=0 n-0

Now

P,9l = R   F,tf"3C = Pi   PiUnPxx% = n   r,DC = 9H.
rt /I 71

Hence, F, is an invertible operator that maps 91 onto 911. If/ G 91

F,í//= F,F,/

and it follows that PxU\c)i = (F^g^F,, that is, l/*|Ä and F,|% are similar unitary

operators, and thus unitarily equivalent [3, Problem 152]. Hence, also F, and U are

unitarily equivalent, and of course the same is true for F2 and U. The proof is

complete.   ■

Corollary 1.2. FAe C*-extreme points of the unit ball are precisely the isometries

and co-isometries.

Proof. Suppose that F is not an isometry or co-isometry and || F|| < 1. Then by

[3, Problem 107], there exist F, and F2, each of which is either an isometry or

co-isometry, such that T =\iTx + T^. T cannot be unitarily equivalent to F, and

F2, and we are done.   ■

2. Unit numerical range. In this section we will discuss the C*-extreme points of

the set of 2 X 2 matrices whose numerical radius is bounded by 1. In the process

we will identify all the linear extreme points of this set. This example is of

particular importance because some of the linear extreme points are not C*-ex-

treme.

Throughout this section we operate on a two-dimensional complex Hilbert space

%, so that operators are represented as 2 X 2 matrices. The numerical range of an

operator T, denoted by WiT), is the collection of complex numbers (F/,/), where/

runs through all vectors of norm 1 ; equivalently (for finite-dimensional spaces), the

numerical range is the set of images of F under all positive unital maps from ® (3C)

into the complex numbers. The numerical radius of T, w(F), is defined by

w(F) = sup{|X|: X G WiT)}.
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We denote by Wx the set of matrices F such that wiT) < 1. It is a standard fact

that Wx is linearly convex, and in [4] it is shown that Wx is C*-convex.

Lemma 2.1. Let T be a 2x2 matrix with distinct eigenvalues a and ß, and

corresponding unit eigenvectors f and g. The numerical range of T is an elliptical disk

with foci at a and ß. If y = \(f, g)\ and 8 = yl — y2 then the minor axis is

y|a — ß\/8 and the major axis is \a — ß\/8. If T has only one eigenvalue a, the

numerical range is the circular disk of radius j|| F — cd \\ and center a.

The statement of Lemma 2.1 appears in [3, p. 109]. The next lemma also appears

in [3, p. 324]; we prove it here for completeness.

Lemma 2.2. For any operator T, w(F) < 1 if and only j/Re(7 — zT) is positive for

all complex numbers z of absolute value 1. Moreover, if ||/|| = \z\ = 1 and if

wiT) < 1, then iTf,f) = zifand only if Re(7 - zT)f = 0.

Proof. For any operator S and vector / ((Re S)f,f) = Re(5/,/). The first

statement of the lemma follows because for any complex number A, \X\ < 1 if and

only if Re(l - zX) > 0 for all z of absolute value 1. Now suppose that w(F) < 1

and that ||/|| = \z\ = 1. Then (Re(7 - zT)f,f) = Re{(/ - zT)f, f) - 1 -

Re[z(7/,/)]. If Re(7- zT)f = 0 then Rez(7/,/) = 1 and since \z\ = 1 and

\iTf,f)\ < 1 it must be that (7/,/) = z. On the other hand, if (7/,/) = z then

(Re(7 - zT)ff) = 0; but Re(7 - zT) is a positive operator and thus Re(7 - zT)f
= 0.    ■

We shall denote by Wx the collection of matrices F for which w(F) = 1 and

1 G WiT). Wxx is far from being convex (consider \P + ^(7 — F), where F is a

projection of rank one), but there is a notion of "extremity" in Wx which will prove

useful; Corollary 2.5 will show why.

Lemma 2.3. Suppose that T is a C*-convex combination of F, and T2. Then WiT)

is contained in the ilinear) convex hull of WiTx) u WiT^.

Proof. Suppose that T = PXTXPX + P2T2P2, where F, and F2 are positive

operators and F2 + F22 = 7. Let/be a unit vector; note that ||P,/||2 + ||F2/||2 =

ll/ll2 = 1. If both F,/and F2/are nonzero, then/. = PJ/\\PJ\\ is a unit vector for

/ = 1, 2. We have

(F//) = iPxTxPxf,f) + iP2T2P2f,f)

= iTxPxf, F,/) + iT2P2f, P2f)

= IIA/ll2(7i/i>/i) + ||F2/||2(F2/2,/2).

Thus (7/,/) is a linear convex combination of (F,/„/,) and (Fj/^/j). On the

other hand, if one of the PJis zero, say F,/ = 0, then

iTfif) = iP2T2P2f,f) = \\P2f\\2iT2f2,f2) = (F2/2,/2).    ■

Corollary 2.4. Let T, F„ and T2 be as above and suppose that T, Tv T2 G Wv

If X is a complex number in WiT) such that \X\ = 1, then X E WiTx) and X G

WiT,).
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Proof. A is a convex combination of two numbers X, and À2 in WiTx) and

WiT2) respectively. Since |À,|, |X2| < 1 and since À is an extreme point of the unit

ball in the complex plane, it follows that X, = X2 = X.   ■

Corollary 2.5. Let wiT) = 1. Then there is a complex number c such that

\c\ = 1 and cT E Wx. Moreover, T is a linear iresp. C*) extreme point of Wx if and

only if whenever Tx, T2 are matrices in Wxx such that cT is a linear iresp. C*) convex

combination of F, and T2, then F, and T2 equal cT iresp. F, and T2 are unitarily

equivalent to cT).

Proof. We prove the corollary in the C* case; the linear case follows similarly. If

wiT) = 1 then there is a complex number X in WiT) such that |X| = 1; clearly

1 G W(XT) and we can choose c = X. Now F is a C*-convex combination of T3

and F4 in Wx if and only if cT is the same combination of cT3 and cT^ and

Corollary 2.4 guarantees that cT3 and cT4 are in W\.   ■

In view of Corollary 2.5 we will say that F is linearly or C*-extreme in W\ if F

lies in W\ and satisfies the condition for cT in the corollary.

Theorem 2.6. Suppose that 1 G WiT). Let f and g be unit vectors such that

(7/,/) = 1 and g is orthogonal to f. Let tr T and det T represent the trace and

determinant of T respectively. The following statements are equivalent:

(a)w(F)=l;

(b) (7/, g) = -if, Tg) and tr F - det F is real and greater than or equal to

|det T\.

Proof. We use Lemma 2.2. In the basis {/ g} we can write F — (^ "). A matrix

computation yields

Re(7 -zT) = [    Re<1"*)        (--^V2).
\(-zß-zä)/2       Re(l - zy)   /

For |z| = 1, Re(l — z) > 0 and by an elementary fact from linear algebra the

selfadjoint matrix above is positive semidefinite if and only if its determinant is

nonnegative. We have

det Re(7 - zT) = Re(l - z)Re(l - zy) - \\za + zß\2.

By Lemma 2.2, F is in IK, if and only if the right-hand side of the last equation

(which we denote by R(z)) is nonnegative for all z such that |z| = 1.

Fust, suppose that F G Wx. Then F(l) > 0 and it follows that \a + ß\ = 0, that

is, ß = -ä, which establishes the condition (Tf,g) = -(/, Tg). Using this fact we

can rewrite R(z) as

R(z) = Re(l - z)Re(l - zy) - |a|2(Imz)2

= Re(l - z)[Re(l - zy) - |a|2Re(l + z)].

Since Re(l - z) > 0 whenever \z\ = 1 and z ¥= 1, the condition R(z) > 0 be-

comes, for z ^ 1,

Re(l - zy) - |a|2 Re(l + z) > 0.
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In fact this inequality persists for z = 1 as well, by the continuity of the left-hand

side. We now have

Re(z(y + |«|2)) < 1 - |«|2,    for |z| = 1. (1)

It is clear that the maximum value of Re(z(y + |a|2)) is |y + |a|2|, attained either

for all z (if y = -|a|2) or when z = (y + |a|2)/|y + |a|2|. Thus the requirement is

that

|y + |«f| < 1 - |of, (2)
which is the same as |det F| < tr T — det F. The fact that this condition, together

with the equation ß = -<*, yields the original hypothesis w(T) = 1, follows by a

reversal of the above argument.   ■

Theorem 2.7. Let T E W\.

(i) If tr F =£ 0 then T is linearly extreme in Wx if and only if tr F — det F =

|det T\.

(ii) 7/ tr F = 0 then T is linearly extreme in W¡ if and only if det F = 0, that is, T

is nilpotent.

Proof. As in Theorem 2.6 we represent F by the matrix (^¡ "), where |y + |a|2|

< 1 - |a|2. Observe that if F = XF, + (1 - X)F2 for F„ F2 G W¡ and 0 < X < 1,

we can assume without harm that X = \. Thus F fails to be linearly extreme if and

only if there exists a nonzero matrix J such that T + J and T — J are in W\. Since

11 + e| < 1 and 11 — e\ < 1 imply e = 0, F, and F2 have the same form as F and J

can be represented as

'-U ,}
(i) Suppose tr F ^ 0, that is, y j* -1. If tr F - det F > |det T\, choose 0 = 0

and i) sufficiently small that |y 4- tj + |a|2| < 1 - |a|2 and |y — tj 4- |a|2| <

1 — |a|2. Then F + J and F — J are in W\ and F is not extreme.

Now let tr F - det F = |det T\, that is, |y + |a|2| = 1 - |a|2, and suppose that J

has the above form with T + J and F — J in W\. We must show that 8 = n = 0.

If y + |«|2 = 0, then also 1 — \a\2 = 0 and it follows that y = -1, contrary to

assumption; thus y + |a|2 =£ 0. Letz0 = (y + |a|2)/|y + |a|2|; clearly |z0| = 1 and

Re(z0(y + |«|2)) = 1 - |«|2. (3)

By the proof of Theorem 2.6 (inequality (1)) and the fact that F ± J G W\, we

know that

Re(z0(y + r, + \a + 8\2)) < 1 - \a + 8\2 (4)

and

Re(z0(y - n + |« - 512)) < 1 - \a - ôf. (5)

Adding,

2Re(z0(y+|a|2+|5|2))<2(l-|«|2-|fi|2),

and using (3), 2|5|2 Re z0 < -2|ô|2, or 2|«|2(1 + Re z0) < 0.
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If z0 = -1 then y + |a|2 is real and negative and the fact that |y + |a|2| =

1 — |a|2 implies y = -1, which is forbidden. Thus 8 = 0 and condition (2), applied

to F, F + J, and T - J, gives

|y + |a|2| = 1 - |a|2,        |y + tj + |a|2| < 1 - |a|2

and |y - r» + |«|2| < 1 - |«|2.

Hence tj = 0 and F is extreme.

(ü) Next suppose tr F = 0, that is, y = -1. In this case the condition |y + |a|2|

< 1 — |«j2 becomes simply the requirement that |a| < 1. If |a| < 1 then for

sufficiently small real 8» \a ± 8\ < 1 and F can be represented as

1        a \ mU      1 a + 8\ *U      1 a- 8\
-a     -1/     2\-ä-8       -1   )     2V-â+5       -1   )'

On the other hand, if |«| = 1 there is no nonzero complex 8 for which \a ± 8\ <

1, and F is extreme. To see that F is nilpotent under the conditions y = -1 and

| « | = 1, observe that det T = 0 and tr F = 0 and consider the upper triangular

form of F.    ■

Corollary 2.8. If T is linearly extreme in Wx then the eigenvalues of T have

equal absolute value.

Proof. If w(F) < 1 then for sufficiently small e > 0, w(F + e) < 1 and

wiT — e) < 1. Since F = \iT + e) + ¿(F — e), T would not be extreme in this

case. Thus we assume that w(F) = 1.

The theorem is the same if F is replaced by cT, where |c| = 1, so we can suppose

that F G W¡. Let re* and se1* he the eigenvalues of F and note that r, * < 1. If

tr F = re'9 + se'* = 0 then re'9 = -se'* and there is nothing to prove. Suppose

then that tr F J* 0, so that case (i) of the theorem applies, and we have

re'9 + se» = rsei{9+*> + rs.

Multiplying both sides of this equation by e~'i9+*i/2, we obtain

re««-<?)/2 + seK*-9)/2 = rseH.« + *)/2 + rJe-.(«+«/2

= 2rs cos(f? + <b)/2.

Thus the imaginary part of the left-hand side is 0, that is,

r sin(c? - <t>)/2 + s sin(<í> - 9)/2 = 0,    or   (r - s) sin(0 - <f>)/2 = 0.

If sin(f? - </>)/2 ̂ 0 then r = s immediately. If sin(f? - <f>)/2 = 0 then 9 = <#> and

the original equation reduces to

r + s = 2rs cos 9   or    —I— = 2 cos 9.
r      s

Since 1/r + \/s > 2 and 2 cos 9 < 2, it must be that 0 = Oandr = i = l. Thus

in all cases r = s.    ■

We can now obtain a geometric characterization of the linear extreme points of

Wx. Recall that WiT) is an elliptical disk.

(
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Theorem 2.9. Let w(F) < 1. F is linearly extreme in Wx if and only if one of the

following conditions holds:

(I) WiT) is the entire unit disk;

(II) WiT) consists of precisely one point, which lies on the unit circle;

(III) W(T) intersects the unit circle in exactly two nonantipodalpoints;

(IV) W(T) intersects the unit circle in precisely one point, which lies on the minor

axis of W(T), and the unit circle is the osculating circle of W(T) at that point (that

is, the curvatures are equal).

Proof. Conditions (I)-(IV) require that W(T) intersect the unit circle, as does

linear extremity of F. Furthermore, (I)-(IV) are unchanged if F is multiplied by a

complex scalar of modulus one. Thus we can assume that w(T) = 1 and that

F G W¡. Let T he represented in terms of a and y as in Theorem 2.7 and let R(z)

be as defined in Theorem 2.6. Lemma 2.2 shows that if |z| = 1, then z G W(T) if

and only if R(z) = 0.

(i) Suppose first that tr F = 0. By Theorem 2.7, F is hnearly extreme if and only

if it is nilpotent. Lemma 2.1 easily shows that when w(T) = 1, F is nilpotent

exactly when W(T) is the unit disk, that is, condition (I) holds.

Next suppose that tr F ^ 0. We assert that if det F = 0, then neither is F

linearly extreme, nor can it satisfy any of conditions (I) - (IV). It follows easily

from (i) of Theorem 2.7 that F is not extreme. If det F = 0 then one of the

eigenvalues of F must be 0, and by the trace condition the other is nonzero, say X.

Thus the foci of JF(F) are 0 and X, and it is easy to see that such an ellipse cannot

satisfy any of (I)-(IV).

Thus we assume that tr T and det F are both nonzero. Let

*o = (Y + l«|2)/lY + l«|2| = ¿et F/|det F|,

and let the eigenvalues of F be X and u. It is shown in Theorem 2.6 that if Riz) = 0

for any value of z other than z = 1, then F(z0) = 0. We consider three cases which

clearly exhaust the remaining possibilities.

(ii) tr F =£ 0, X = u. Condition (i) of Theorem 2.7 becomes 2X - X2 = |X|2, and it

is easy to check that this equation has only two solutions in the unit disk, namely

X = 0 and X = 1, the first of which is ruled out by the trace condition. But if X = 1

is to be the focus of an ellipse lying inside the unit circle, it must be that the ellipse

is the single point 1. Thus in this case extremity is equivalent to condition (II).

(in) tr F ¥= 0, X ̂  u, z0 ̂  1. It is shown in Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 that if F is

extreme, Riz0) = 0 and WiT) intersects the unit circle at 1 and at z0. The argument

of Theorem 2.7 shows that the extremity of F and the fact that tr F =£ 0 imply that

z0 =/= -1 and thus that condition (HI) holds. On the other hand, if (III) holds then

(as in Theorem 2.6) z0 must be a point of intersection of WiT) and the unit circle,

whence Ri¿0) = 0 and thus |y + |a|2| = 1 - |a|2, that is, tr F - det F = |det T\

and F is extreme.

(iv) tr F =?t 0, X ¥= u, z0 = 1. In this case WiT) intersects the unit circle in exactly

one point. Suppose first that F is extreme. Consider the perpendicular bisector L of
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X and u. The minor axis of WiT) hes along L, and since |X| = | u| by Corollary 2.8,

L passes through the origin. Thus both WiT) and the unit circle are symmetric

about L and it follows that the single intersection point of the two sets must he on

L, that is, at an endpoint of the minor axis. Since the intersection point is 1, L is

the real axis and u = X. If we represent X as x + iy, the ellipse W(T) has

semiminor axis a = (1 — x) and semimajor axis b = ((1 — x)2 + y2)x/2, and the

equation tr F — det F = |det T\ becomes x — x2 = y2, so that b = Vä . It is a

standard fact that an elhpse with semiminor and semimajor axes a and b respec-

tively has curvature A2/ a at each end of the minor axis. Thus the curvature of

WiT) at 1 is 1 and the unit circle is the osculating circle, so condition (IV) holds.

Finally, suppose condition (IV) holds. Then u = X and the curvature condition

implies that x — x2 = y2, that is, Re X = |X|2. From these facts it follows readily

that tr F — det T = |det F|, and we are done.   ■

The above theorem has the consequence that the linear extremity of T is

determined by Wi T) alone, not by any other properties of F. As we have observed,

the C* -extreme points of Wx lie among the hnearly extreme points. We show below

that the matrices in classes (I) and (II) are C*-extreme (Theorem 2.10), whereas no

matrix in class (HI) or (IV) is C*-extreme (Theorems 2.16 and 2.17). As in the case

of linear extremity, C*-extremity is most easily discussed for the set Wx. To be

specific, we say that F is C*-extreme in Wx if F hes in Wxx and if, whenever F,

and F2 are invertible positive matrices with F2 + P2 = I and for which there exists

matrices F, and F2 in W\ with T = PXTXPX + P2T2P2, then F, and F2 must be

unitarily equivalent to F.

Theorem 2.10. FAe identity matrix and all nilpotent matrices in W\ are C*-ex-

treme in W\.

Proof. First, suppose that 7 = PXTXPX + P2T2P2, where P2 + P\ = 7 and F,

and F2 are positive and invertible. By Lemma 2.3, for any unit vector / we have

that the complex number 1 is a convex combination of (F, /,,/,) and (F2/2,/2),

where/ = PJ/\\PJ\\. Since |(F/;.,/)| < 1, necessarily (F^,/) = 1, and because/

was arbitrary it follows that (F,u, u) = 1 for / = 1, 2 and for any unit vector u.

From this fact it is easy to see that Tx = T2 = I.

Next, suppose that F is nilpotent and is a proper C*-convex combination of F,

and F2. By Lemma 2.1, WiT) consists of the entire unit disc, and by Corollary 2.4

so do WiTx) and WiT,). A second application of Lemma 2.1 shows that the

eigenvalues of F, and F2 are all 0 and thus that F, and T2 are nilpotent. Thus F

and F, can be represented (in perhaps different bases) as

MS ;)• Mo Ï,
Since wiT) = w(F,) = 1 is necessary that |ct| = | ß\ = 2, and the unitary operator

Ht i)
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implements the equivalence between F and F,. The equivalence of F and F2

follows similarly.    ■

The next sequence of technical results culminates in Theorem 2.16, in which we

show that the operators in class (III) of Theorem 2.9 are never C*-extreme.

Lemma 2.11.  Let  T, S be nonnilpotent matrices in   Wx  and let f and g be

independent unit vectors for which

(Sf,f) = (Tf,f) = ei9   and   (Sg, g) = (Tg, g) = e»,

where e'9 =£ -e"*. Then S = F.

Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that e* = 1; then e** # -1. In an

appropriate basis, we can write

r.('_ «i ».(« °:y
\-a     yj \-a      y J

We may assume also that (/, g) is real and positive, so that g = (cos ß, e'* sin ß)

for appropriate ß G [0, ir/2] and § E [0, 27r]. It will suffice to show that the stated

conditions determine a and y uniquely. By the above remarks, F is linearly extreme

in W\ and thus

,»       Y + l»!2
e T =

Iy + l«|2|
(6)

and

|y + |«|2| = 1 - |«|2. (7)

Moreover,

Re(7 - e»T) = ( l ~ C°S * *" ™ *        \
\ -ia sin i//     1 — / cos(<o — y)}

where y = te'u. The equation Re(7 — e'^^g = 0 becomes

(1 - cos \p) cos ß + iae'* sin\p sin ß = 0, (8)

-wï sin ip cos ß + e* sin ß - te'* sin ß cos(w - V>) = 0. (9)

Since / and g are hnearly independent, sin ß =£ 0. If sin»// = 0, then (since

e1* =£ -1), \¡/ = 0 and (9) becomes sin ß[l — t cos w] = 0 so that t cos w = 1. The

fact that |y| < 1 means that y = 1 and hence by (7), a = 0. Thus in this case

F= 7.

If sinip ^ 0 then a is determined from equation (8). Equations (6) and (7)

determine the argument and modulus of y + |a|2 and thus y is determined.   ■

Corollary 2.12. Let TE Wx and let f,f be unit vectors such that (Tfif) =

(Tf',f) and \(Tf,f)\ = 1. FAen either f and f are linearly dependent or T is a

multiple of the identity.

Proof. If F is nilpotent, it is unitarily equivalent to ($ J) and it is easy to check

that the conclusion holds for the latter matrix. If F is not nilpotent, let (Tf,f) =

e'9, let S = e'9I and use the lemma.    ■
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Corollary 2.13. Let F, S be nonnilpotent operators in Wx. Suppose e'* ¥* ±e**

and that e'* and e'* both lie in W(T) n W(S). Let {/, g) and {/', g'} be pairs of

independent unit vectors such that (Tf,f) = (Sf',f) = e'* and (Tg, g) = (Sg\ g') =

e1*. Then T and S are unitarily equivalent if and only if \(f, g)\ = \(f, g')\.

Proof. Since e'* ¥= e'*, T and S are not multiples of the identity. Suppose that U

is unitary and that S = U* TU. Then

(TUf, Uf) = (U*TUf',f) = (Sf',f) = (Tf,f)
and Corollary 2.12 ensures that the set {/, Uf'} is linearly dependent; say Uf =

e'Ofi Similarly Ug' = e'»g and |(/, g)\ = \ie% e'>g)| = |(t//', Ug')\ = |(/', g')\.

Now suppose |(/ g)\ = \if, g')\. By multiplying g and g' by complex numbers of

modulus one we can assume that (/, g) and (/', g') are real and positive. Let

Uf = / and Ug' = g. Then

|| Uiaf + ßg')\\2 = ||«/ + /*g||2 = |«|2 + | ß\2 + 2 Re aßif, g)

= |«|2 + | y3|2 + 2 Re aßif, g') = ||a/' + ,8g'||2.

Hence U is unitary. Let % = U*TU; then (50/',/') = (F/7/', Uf) = iTff) = e'*

and likewise (S0g', g') = e'*. By the lemma we conclude that Sq = 5 and the proof

is complete.   ■

Theorem 2.14. Let T E Wxx and suppose that e'* E WiT), where e** =£ ± 1. Let f

and g be unit vectors for which (7/,/) = 1 andiTg, g) = e1*. Then

|(/,g)|<|cos(*/2)|.

Conversely, if f and g are linearly independent unit vectors satisfying the last

inequality then there exists aT G W\ for which (7/,/) = 1 andiTg, g) = e**, and T

is unique.

Proof. We write F in an orthonormal basis {/, A} as

T = { L   a\
\-a     y )'

Since e1* ̂  1, F is extreme in W\.

Without loss of generahty, we suppose that (/, g) is real and positive so that g

may be written as (cos ß, e'* sin ß) for ß G [0, ir/2] and </> G [0, 2v]. As before,

the condition Re(7 — e~**T)g = 0 yields

(1 — cos i/<)cos ß + iae'* sin t// sin ß = 0.

Since e"* ¥= ±1, sin \p ¥= 0; the hypotheses guarantee that / and g are linearly

independent, so sin ß ^ 0 as well. Furthermore if cos ß = 0 then |(/, g)\ = 0 and

there is nothing to prove, so we suppose that cos ß ¥= 0.

We have (1 - cos uV)cos ß = -iae'* sin uV sin ß, and since \a\ < 1,

|(1 — cos ip) cos ß\ < |sin \p sin ß\.

Thus

2n      M-cosJ/\2
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and

, -, / 1 — cos \b \2 2
sec2/? = 1 + tan2 ß > 1 +   -—-^     = TT-r>

V     sin ^    /       1 + cos uV

which leads to

cos2 ß < -(1 + cos v/0 = cos2-^
2 2

and the result follows.

To prove the converse we assume that / g and \p are given, with |(/, g)| <

|cosi///2|; as before we suppose that (/, g) = cos ß is real and positive. Since

e1* ¥= ±1, |cos i|//2| ^ 1 and thus 0 < cos ß < 1. Choose a vector A such that A_L/

and (g, A) = / sin ß. Inequality (10) persists in this case and we define

a = cot ß l ~. C°,S &    and   y = é* - |a|2(l + e*).
suif

Let F = (^ £), written in the basis {/, A}. We must show that w(F) = 1 and that

(2fr,s)-e*.
Since |y + |a|2| = ¡e1* - |a|2e^| = 1 - |a|2 we have w(F) = 1. To show that

iTg,g) = e1* it is sufficient to show that Re(7 - e'^g = 0, that is,

/ 1 - cos V iet sin ^     W cos ß \ _

\ -/"a sin i//     Re( 1 - e-**?) / \ i sin ß /

which is equivalent to the two equations

(1 — cos \p) cos ß — a sinxp sin ß = 0, (11)

-ia sin uV cos ß + i sin ß Re(l - e^y) = 0. (12)

By definition of a,

(1 — cos 4/) cos ß — a sinxl/ sin ß

1 — cos \b
= (1 - cos if) cos ß — cos ß-:——^-sin \p = 0,

sm \p

so equation (11) holds. We also have

-ia sin uV cos ß + i sin ß Re(l — e **y)

= -/a sin ip cos ¿8 + /' sin ¿8 Re(|a|2(l + e-*''))

= z'a[-sin \p cos ¿8 + a sin ß(\ + cos i//)l

= ia -sin i|< cos ß + cos ß-:-— (1 4- cos uV)
sin i//     v T/

= 0.

The fact that F is unique follows from Lemma 2.11. The proof is complete.    ■

Lemma 2.15. Let f and g be linearly independent unit vectors and let K be a positive

number such that |(/, g)| < K < 1. FAen there exist positive invertible matrices F,

and P2 such that P2 + P2 = I,

\iPJ, P,g)\ < K\\PJ\\ ||F,g||,    and   |(F/, P,g)\ * |(/, g)\ \\Pj\\ \\Ptg\\,

for i = 1, 2.
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Proof. The conditions can be written in the following form:

K\P2f,f){P2g, g) - \(Pß g)\2 > 0, (13)

\if, g)\\Pfrf)iPh, g) - IM g)|2 ¥> 0. (14)
Let Q he a positive matrix to be chosen later. We identify F2 with j + 8Q and F2

with \ — 8Q, for some small positive 8; our task is to find an appropriate Q and 5.

Let H and G he real-valued functions of the real variable t defined as follows:

Hit) = K2({\ + tQ)f,f)({\ + tQ)g, g) - |((I + tQ)f, g)\2;

Git) = I0Ü g)\2{{{ + tQ)f,f){{\ + tQ)g, g) - \((i + tQ)f, g)\2.

The lemma will be proved provided we can find 8 such that 77(5) > 0, 77(-8) >

0, G(5) ¥= 0, and G(-5) ¥= 0. Now 77 is a continuous function of t and

HiO)=\K2-\\if,g)\2>0.

Thus there is a positive number t0 such that Hit) > 0 whenever |r| < r0. Further-

more, Git) is a quadratic polynomial in the real variable t, and G(0) = 0; thus,

unless Git) is identically zero, there is a number r, such that G(r) =fc 0 whenever

0 < |r| < r„ and by choosing any nonzero 5 smaller than t0 and /, such that

1 ± 8Q are positive, our problem is solved. Thus we must show that for proper

choice of Q the function Git) is nonconstant. Routine calculation yields the

equations

G'iO) =\\if,g)\2[iQfJ) + iQg'g)] - Re[(/>S)(Wl)]

and

G"i0) = 2|(/, g)\2iQf,f)iQg, g) - 2\iQf, g)\2.
If either of G'iO), G"(0) is nonzero then G is nonconstant. If (/, g) = 0, choose

positive Q such that iQf, g) ¥= 0, ensuring that G"(0) ^ 0. On the other hand, if

(/. g) *£ 0, choose Q such that iQf,g) = 0 (this can always be done). This choice

makes G'iO) ¥= 0 and we are done.    ■

Theorem 2.16. Let T E Wx and suppose that W(F) contains at least two distinct

complex numbers of absolute value one. Then T is C*-extreme if and only if it is

nilpotent, that is, if WiT) contains the entire unit circle.

Proof. Multiplying F by a complex number of modulus one changes neither the

hypothesis nor the conclusion, so we suppose that T E W\ and that there is a

number z0 G WiT) such that |z0| = 1 and z0¥= I. Represent Fas

r-('_   «)
\-a     y}

in an appropriate basis, and suppose first that z0 = -1. Then det Re(7 + F) = 0

and we have, as in the proof of Theorem 2.6, that Re(-(y + |a|2)) = 1 — \a\2. The

fact that F G W\ means that |y + |a|2| < 1 - |a|2, and it follows that y + |a|2 is

real and negative, so that y + j«|2 = |a|2 — 1, that is, y = -1. But now tr F = 0,

and by Theorem 2.7, F is hnearly extreme if and only if it is nilpotent; the same is

true for C*-extremity by Theorem 2.10.
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Next we suppose that z0 =?*= ±1. We already know that nilpotent matrices are

C*-extreme so we assume F is not nilpotent. Let / and g be linearly independent

unit vectors for which (7/,/) = 1 and iTg, g) = z0. If z0 = e* then |(/, g)| <

|cos 4>/2\ by Theorem 2.14. We assert that if |(/ g)| = |cos \¡//2\ then F is nilpotent.

For we can suppose as before that (/, g) is real and of appropriate sign so that

(/» g) — cos \p/2 and that a vector A has been chosen orthogonal to / such that

ig, h) = i sin 4>/2. Consider the matrix F0 = (!, _!,). It is easy to check that

(To/>/) = 1. iT0g, g) = e'*, and F0 G Wx (by Theorem 2.6). Thus T = T0 because

of Theorem 2.14, but F0 is nilpotent. Thus we reject the possibility that |(/, g)\ =

|cos i^/2|.

The rest follows easily from the preceding sequence of results. We know that

l(/> ¿01 < |cos V»/2|, so by Lemma 2.15 there exist positive invertible matrices F,

and F2 as described there. For convenience we denote by/„g„/2, g2 the unit

vectors F,//||F,/||, F,g/||F,g||, F2//||F2/|| and P2g/\\P2g\\, respectively.

The conditions in the conclusion of Lemma 2.15 can be written as |(/, g,)| <

|cos \p/2\ and |(/, g,)| ¥= |(/, g)|, for /' = 1, 2. By Theorem 2.14 there exist matrices

F„ F2 in W\ such that

(*,/„/,) = (F2/2,/2) = 1    and   iTxgx, g,) = iT2g2, g2) = $* = z0.

Now consider the matrix F0 = PXTXPX + P2T2P2. Since Wx is a C*-convex set,

Fn G W,. Moreover,U 1 '

(F0/,/) = iPxTxPxf,f) + iP2T2P2f,f)

= iTxPxf, F,/) + iT2P2f, P2f)

= \\PJ\\2iTJvf) + ||F2/||2(F2/2,/2)

= ll^l/H2+ ll^2/H2= ^

because F,2 + P2 = 7. Likewise, iT0g, g) = e**. Hence, by the uniqueness part of

Theorem 2.14, F0 = F. Observe next that the same sort of reasoning as before

allows us to conclude that the condition |(/, g,)\ ¥= |cos i|//2| imphes that F, is not

nilpotent, i = 1, 2. Finally, by Corollary 2.13, since |(/, g,)| ¥= |(/, g)| we know that

F, and F2 are not unitarily equivalent to F. Thus F is a proper C* -convex

combination of F, and F2 and F is not C*-extreme. The proof is complete.   ■

Theorem 2.17. Let T be a nonscalar linear extreme point of Wx and suppose that

WiT) intersects the unit circle in precisely one point, which lies on the minor axis of

WiT), and that the unit circle is the osculating circle of WÇT) at that point. Then T is

not C*-extreme in Wx.

Proof. Multiplying F by a complex number of modulus one changes neither the

hypotheses nor the conclusion, so we suppose that F G Wx. Again, we choose an

appropriate basis and represent F as F = (^ "). Furthermore, conjugating F by a

diagonal unitary, we see that we may, and do, assume that a = ä > 0.

As in Theorem 2.9, the hypotheses together with the fact that 1 G WiT) yield

that the minor axis of WiT) hes along the real axis, so the eigenvalues of F are
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complex conjugates. Let X = a + bi, b > 0, be one of the eigenvalues. Since WiT)

is contained in the unit disc, intersects it at only the point 1, and F is not scalar, we

must have 0 < a < 1.

By Theorem 2.7(i), we must have tr F — det F = |det T\, which becomes 2a —

ia2 + b2) = a2 + b2, so that b = Va — a2 .To determine the entries of F in terms

of a, we observe that

1 + y = tr F = 2a,       y + a2 = det F = a2 + b2 = a,

so that y = 2a — 1, a = Vl — a

Thus, F becomes

■f.1 Vl~=

2a - :)■-Vl -a

Now to see that F is not C* -extreme, fix c such that a < c < 1 and set

_    jail — c) _   fa
Íx\cil-a)   '       d2~\~c   ■

Note that 0 < d, < 1 so that

Mi     0\/        i vT=7\/4
\0     d2)\_Vr^c       2c-l/\0

0

d2

v^F

-(.

0

y7! - d-
(-1     -l)

V^x 0

y¡\ - d.

1 vT
2a I)-"-vT-a

is a representation of F as a proper C*-convex combination of terms which are not

unitarily equivalent to F.

3. Unit operator interval.

Theorem 3.1. Assume that % is infinite dimensional, let % denote the compact

operators, and let <$ = {T E %(%)\0 < F < 7). TAen each of the sets <3>, <$ n 5C

and {T E 9\I — T E %} is singly generated as a closed C*-convex set. Indeed if P

is a projection (unequal to 0 or I) then MCL(F) = 9 if P has inifnite rank and

corank, MCL(F) = <3> n % if P has finite rank, and MCL(F) = {F G <3>|7 - F

G % } if P has finite corank.

Proof. First assume that F is a projection with infinite rank and corank. Any

other projection with infinite rank and corank is unitarily equivalent to F, hence

lies in MCL(F). In particular, Fx G MCL(F). Both 0 and 7 are C*-convex

combinations of F and F^. (Namely 0 = P±(P)PA- + P(P^)P and 7 = P(P)P

+ P±(P X)F x.) Therefore both 0 and 7 belong to MCL(F). If F is any element of

9 then, F is a C*-convex combination of 0 and 7. Indeed, F = TX/2(I)TX/2 +

(I - T)x/2(0)(I - F)1/2. Thus <3» E MCL(F); the reverse inclusion is obvious.
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Next consider the case in which F is a nonzero projection with finite rank. Since

9 n % is a closed C*-convex set which contains F, MCL(F) Ç 9 n 5C. Any

projection ß with the same rank as F is unitarily equivalent to F and so must also

belong to MCL(F). If ß has the same rank as F and also commutes with F, then

the projection QP can be written as a C*-convex combination of F and Q; viz.,

QP = P±(P)P± + P(Q)P. But ß can be chosen so that QP has any desired rank

less than the rank of F (including rank 0); hence all projections whose rank is less

than the rank of F lie in MCL(F). Next observe that if ß, and Q2 are any two

mutually orthogonal projections in MCL(F) then Qx + Q2 E MCL(F); just write

Qx + Q2= ß,(ß,)ß, + ßix(ß2)ßix- It now follows that every finite rank projec-

tion is in MCL(F). If F is an arbitrary finite rank operator in 9 and if ß is the

range projection of F then 0 and ß he in MCL(F) and hence F = F1/2(ß)F1/2 +

(7 - F)1/2(0)(7 - F)1/2 also ties in MCL(F). Since MCL(F) is closed, it now

follows that 9 n 3C C MCL(F).

The final claim, that if F is a projection with finite nonzero corank then

MCL(F) = {F G <3>|7 - T E %} = 7 - 9 n %, follows from the paragraph

above and the routine observation that, for any operator S, MCL(7 — S) = 7 —

MCL(5). Apply this observation with S = I - P.
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